CAD book revised, expanded

An expanded and revised second edition of *Introduction to CAD* by Donald Voisinet has been published by the Gregg Division of McGraw-Hill Book Company. The new edition covers the introductory level of computer-aided drafting but also goes beyond, explaining all advanced tasks, three-dimensional work, CAD/CAM, and the use of symbol libraries.

A new addition is a section keyed to the McGraw-Hill National CAD Curriculum. This section includes a course outline to assist both instructors and students. Another new feature is the “Icon Glossary,” which illustrates the 60 most frequently used CAD tasks. The author has also included a series of laboratory work problems in his second edition.

Donald Voisinet is professor of technology and coordinator of design and drafting at Niagara County Community College, Sanborn, New York, and has extensive experience in the energy, aerospace, and automobile industries.


Report covers PC CAD

“Doing CAD on a Personal Computer” is a 121-page report that also serves as a multipurpose buyer’s guide. The technology is explored in terms of its advantages as well as its drawbacks, and profiles on major vendors and their products are provided.

The price of “Doing CAD on a Personal Computer” is $179. It is available from The S. Klein Library Series on Computer Graphics, c/o Technology & Business Communications, Inc., 730 Boston Post Road, PO Box 915, Sudbury, MA 01776.

Computer journals from Butterworths

**Computer-Aided Design**
Published monthly with combined issues in January/February and July/August
*Subscription price for one year* $284.00

**Displays**
Published quarterly
*Subscription price for one year* $133.00

**Image and Vision Computing**
Published quarterly
*Subscription price for one year* $171.00

**Journal of Molecular Graphics**
Published quarterly
*Subscription price for one year* $135.00
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